Your are Cordially ORDERED to Attend
The 981st Banquet and Conclave of the
TRUE SECRET ORDER OF FALSE ALBACORIAN MONKS
The Isle of Harkers
Saturday, November 5, 2011
Double-Dip Recession is Great News…Twice the Albacore!
The HEAD MONK announced today that esteemed economists at The University of False
Albacorian Monks (with the unfortunate abbreviation of Monk U.), which has been located in the
secret caves on the Isle of Harkers since the year 1215 AD, have made an astounding discovery.
For almost 1,000 years every world economic crisis resulting in a double-dip recession has also
meant TWICE as many albacore in the year of the double dip. The last double-dip event included
the recessions of 1980 and 1982. In the Great Depression, the first recession occurred in 1930
followed by the second dip in 1933. In 1812 and 1815 Napoleon Bonaparte’s military blunders
caused back-to-back recessions that spread form Europe to America.
Economists are now confirming that in addition to the recession beginning in 2008, the
world has officially entered a second recession, the feared double dip, in the fall of 2011. Noble
Prize winning Monks, Professor Horatio Horsley, Professor Sarah “the Tuninator” Gardner, and
Professor Edward “Teach” Thimsen have reviewed the imagery from secret satellites owned by the
True Secret Order of False Albacorian Monks. An ecstatic Professor Horsley announced the
following on October 3: “A great school of false albacore 20 miles long and eight miles wide is
schedule to surround Cape Lookout the Weekend of November 5, 2011. It is the direct result of the
double dip Recession of 2008 and 2011!”
The Noble laureates at Monk U. have determined that when a really bad recession hits,
anglers are depressed and fish less, giving fish stocks time to rest and recover. When a “Double
Dip” occurs three years later, anglers are then rewarded with at least TWICE as many fish—which
makes anglers VERY happy—which causes them to spend money—ending the recession!

Join us in celebrating the Double Dip Recession and Double Albacore Invasion
On Saturday, November 5, 2011
1576 Island Road, Isle of Harkers, NC
Again, the MONKS have wisely chosen as your most humble hosts:
Tom Earnhardt and Dana Jennings
And
The Jones Brothers’ Gang
Dress Code: Nautical, Piratical, or 21st Century “Hobo Chic”
Menu: Double Dips of fine Swine, Charred Fowl, Tea Party Tea, and Banana Rum Puddin’
For Information and Directions Call: 252-240-1995

